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The purpose of the study was to compare the diagnostic
accuracy of fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) images obtained with a
dual-head coincidence gamma camera (DHC) with those ob

tained with a dedicated PET in a series of 26 patients. Methods:
Nineteen patients with known or suspected malignancies and 7
patients with neurological disorders underwent PET imaging
after injection of approximately 10 mCi of FDG. Whole-body
imaging was performed on 19 patients and brain imaging on 7
patients. DHC images were then acquired for 30 min over the
region of interest using a dual-head gamma camera equipped
with %-in.-thick Nal(TI) crystals and parallel slit-hole collimators.

The images were reconstructed in the normal mode, using
photopeak/photopeak, photopeak/Compton and Compton/photo-
peak coincidence events. Results: Although the spatial resolu
tions of PET with a dedicated PET scanner and of DHC are in the
same range, the lesion detectability remains superior with PET (4
mm for PET versus 13.5 mm for DHC in phantom experiments)
with a contrast ratio of 5:1. This is most probably attributable to
the higher sensitivity of PET (2238 coincidences/min/pCi for PET
versus 89 coincidences/min/uCi for DHC). The pattern of uptake
and interpretation for brain imaging was similar on both PET and
DHC images in all patients. In the 19 oncology patients, 38
lesions ranging from 0.7 to 5 cm were detected by PET. DHC
imaging detected 28 (73%) of these lesions. Among the 10
lesions not seen with DHC, 5 were less than 1.2cm, 2 were located
centrally within the liver and suffered from marked attenuation effects
and 3 were adjacent to regions with high physiological activity.The
nondetectability of some lesions with DHC compared with PET can
be explainedby several factors: (a) startof imagingtime (mean Â±SD:
73 Â±16 min for PET versus 115 Â±68 min for DHC, leading to FDG
decay to 6.75 mCi for PETand 5.2 mCi for DHC); (b) limitedefficiency
of a %-inch-thickNal(TI) crystal to detect 18Fphotons; (c) suboptimal
two-dimensional reconstruction algorithm; and (d) absence of soft-
tissue attenuation correction for centrally located lesions. Conclu
sion: FDG DHC imagingisa promisingtechniqueforoncologicaland
brain imaging.
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H,Jgh-resolution imaging of 2-['8F]fluoro-2-deoxy-D-

glucose (FDG) has been used for many years to study
glucose utilization in the brain, heart and neoplasms, and the
clinical utility of PET is well documented. Initial work
involved study of cerebral metabolism of FDG in the
evaluation of seizure disorders, brain tumors and dementia
(1-3). Studies of cardiac metabolism were later used to

identify patients with injured but viable myocardium that
would benefit from revascularization procedures (4-6).

Recently, tumor metabolism studies have been performed to
identify malignant lesions and evaluate their response to
therapy (7).

Even though it has been shown that PET may be cost
effective because of its impact on patient management
(8â€”JO), implementation of clinical PET has been hindered

by the high cost of PET systems, the need for immediate
access to a source of FDG (i.e., a cyclotron and support
laboratory near the site of use) because of its 110-min
half-life, high maintenance and operating expenses of the

scanner and cyclotron and limited reimbursement for clini
cal procedures by third-party payers. These combined fac

tors have resulted in the development by manufacturers of
gamma camera systems capable of performing positron
imaging. Previous studies have shown that FDG imaging
using SPECT and a conventional gamma camera fitted with
an ultra-energy collimator (11-19) is feasible. However,

FDG SPECT imaging has limited sensitivity and resolution
compared with FDG PET imaging (77). Therefore, manufac
turers have developed dual-head gamma cameras (DHCs)

that operate in the coincidence mode in an effort to improve
both the sensitivity and resolution of FDG imaging. The
purpose of this study was to compare positron coincidence
detection images obtained with a DHC and with a dedicated
PET scanner in patients with various malignancies or
neurological disorders.
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METHODS

Equipment and Physical Measurements
Imaging was performed using a DHC with 3/g-in.-thick Nal(Tl)

crystals and rectangular field of view detectors with a field of view
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of 38 X 50 cm (VariCam; Elscint, Inc., Hackensack, NJ). The
detectors are positioned at 180Â°,and electronic collimation (coinci

dence timing window) is used to simultaneously detect in each
detector one annihilation photon resulting from a positron decay.
Data acquisition is accomplished using the slip ring technology of
the VariCam with 3-min rotations used for this evaluation to

minimize the effects of radioisotope decay (i.e., 10 rotations for a
30-min acquisition). A 15-ns timing window is used to detect
coincidence events, and an offset 45-ns window is used to monitor

random coincidence events. Slit collimators (septa of 40 X 4 mm
and 10-mm spacing) with graded absorbers (zinc, lead and copper)

are used to reduce the singles rate from activity outside of the field
of view and to reduce the effects of scattered radiation. Each
detector has four pulse height analyzer (PHA) windows (one
photopeak and three scatter), permitting flexibility in evaluating
combinations of coincidence events detected by photopeak and
Compton scatter interactions in the image reconstruction process.

Image reconstruction was accomplished after acquisition was
completed by rebinning the data into 90 planar projection arrays
corresponding to 180Â°(note that the second 180Â°is redundant in

coincidence imaging). The rebinning process typically requires
about 5 min. The planar projection data are then used to generate
tomographic images using standard filtered backprojection algo
rithms. Before the rebinning process is initiated, two options are
available for evaluation purposes. The first option is the ability to
select the maximum angle that the path of a photon makes with the
crystal that is accepted in the rebinning process (the higher the
acceptance angle, the greater the sensitivity at the cost of slightly
degraded spatial resolution). A 35Â° acceptance angle in the

transaxial direction was used in this study. The acceptance angle in
the axial direction was fixed at 8Â°.The second option permits the

selection of three combinations of PHA windows to be used in the
rebinning process. A high-resolution mode uses only photopeak

interactions in each detector; a medium resolution, medium
sensitivity (NOR) mode adds photopeak interactions in one detec
tor and single Compton interactions in the other; and a high
sensitivity mode adds single Compton interactions in each detector.
The NOR mode was used for this study.

Spatial resolution measurements were performed by scanning a
thin line source of 18Fin air. The data were rebinned using an 8Â°

acceptance window in the NOR mode. Measurement of full width
at half maximum (FWHM) was performed on a profile measured
transaxially across the reconstructed line source image.

Measurements of volume sensitivity were performed by scan
ning a 22-cm-diameter cylindrical phantom containing a solution
of I8F,as previously described (17).

To evaluate the ability of the DHC system to detect lesions with
increased uptake, a 22-cm-diameter cylindrical phantom contain
ing six spheres with diameters of 1.3-3.8 cm was used as reported

previously (17). Both the phantom and the spheres were filled with
a solution containing 18F sodium fluoride with the activities

adjusted to provide a ratio of sphere activity to background activity
of 5:1 and imaged with the DHC system. Spherical lesion-to-

background ratios (L/B) were measured from the reconstructed
images and plotted along with the data for PET and SPECT that
were previously reported (17).

FDG PET images were obtained using an eight-ring tomograph
with a 12.5-cm axial field of view that produced 15 transaxial

images, each 8 mm thick, with a measured reconstructed resolution
of 6.5 mm (FWHM) (ECAT 933/08/16; Siemens, Iselin, NJ). The
images were reconstructed using photopeak/photopeak counts

using an energy window >350 keV. The scanner hardware
estimated and corrected for random events by using the standard
delayed-window technique. The volume sensitivity was measured

with the same technique used for the DHC system.

Patient Population
Twenty-six patients referred for an FDG PET scan between

November 1996 and February 1997 (17 men and 9 women; age
range 21-71 y, mean Â±SD: 53 Â±14 y) were included in the study.

Nineteen patients presented with known or suspected malignancies
and 7 for cerebral evaluation. All patients fasted for a minimum of
4 h before imaging. None were diabetic.

FDG PET Imaging
The field of view encompassed the chest, abdomen, and pelvis

(five-bed sequential positions) for the 19 oncology patients and the

brain (two interleaved bed positions) for the 7 neurology patients.
To correct for soft-tissue photon attenuation, transmission scans

requiring 10 min per bed position were obtained in 17 of 19
oncology patients using a ring source of 68Ge.After the intravenous

administration of approximately 10 mCi (370 MBq) FDG, trans-

axial emission images were acquired for 15 min per bed position
and reconstructed in a 128 X 128 matrix using a Hamming filter
with a cutoff frequency of 0.5 cycles per pixel. The uptake period
between the injection of FDG and the beginning of emission
scanning ranged from 54 to 120 min (mean Â±SD: 73 Â±16 min). A
stationary laser system was used to ensure accurate positioning
between transmission and emission scanning. Body images were
corrected for attenuation using the transmission scan and brain
images with a calculated geometric attenuation factor using a
coefficient of 0.095 cm"1. FDG PET images were available for

viewing both with and without attenuation correction.

FDG Imaging Using Positron Coincidence Detection
and Dual-Head Gamma Camera

DHC images were acquired for 30 min over the region of
interest selected by the findings on CT scan for both body and brain
scans. The uptake time between FDG injection and DHC imaging
ranged from 27 to 225 min (mean Â±SD: 115 Â±68 min).

The images were reconstructed using a Metz filter (power of 3
and FWHM of 10).The body images were not corrected for attenuation,
and the brain images were corrected for attenuation with a
calculated geometric attenuation using a coefficient of 0.095 cm"1.

This protocol was approved by the institutional review board,
and all patients gave their written informed consent.

Image and Data Analysis
FDG PET and DHC images without attenuation correction were

viewed on an interactive computer system using both a linear gray
scale and a continuous, linear rainbow color scale with varying
degrees of background subtraction.

One experienced nuclear medicine physician evaluated the FDG
PET images, and two other experienced nuclear medicine physi
cians interpreted the FDG DHC images individually and separately,
without knowledge of the FDG PET results. Clinical data and
conventional radiologie images (chest radiographs, CT scans, CT
portograms and sonograms) were available when relevant for
correlation at the time of interpretation. Regions of focal radio-

graphic abnormality and any region of increased FDG uptake
above background that was not located in an area of physiological
FDG accumulation were visually scored on a four-point grading
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system, as in a previous study performed in our laboratory (17): no
uptake (grade 0), equivocal uptake (grade 1), mild uptake (grade 2)
or definitely increased uptake (grade 3).

Large clusters of lesions have been counted as one lesion,
because when many lesions are close together they are impossible
to resolve and count individually. In such instances, it is common
practice to refer to them as lymph node regions or anatomic sites
that make a difference in staging or management (20-22). As

shown in Table 1, involvement of all anatomic sites has been
detected by both DHC and PET when the size of the lesion was
referred to as a "cluster."

Semiquantitative evaluation was performed on the attenuation-

corrected FDG PET images. Using the average activity per pixel in

the region of maximal FDG, uptake in a lesion (approximate size of
region of interest, 1 cm2), the standardized uptake value (SUV =

tumor activity concentration [uCi/mL]/dose injected [mCi]/body
weight [kg]) was calculated for lesions in the oncology patients.
L/Bs were calculated for liver and lung lesions. Regional back
ground activities were determined by calculating the average
activity per pixel in a region of surrounding normal tissue. Because
of the inaccuracies of volume averaging in lesions less the 1.0 cm
in diameter, SUV and L/B were not calculated for these small
lesions. Image findings were also correlated with histological
and/or clinical follow-up (8-12 mo) in all patients. As in our

previous study, activity rated as grade 2 or 3 was considered
positive for pathological uptake (17). For the patients with brain

TABLE 1
Oncology Patients

Patient Lesion Site onCTAB*CD*E*FGH*I*JK*VMNOP*QRS1234567891011121314151617181920212223242526272829303132333435363738'Metastasis

(nSUVMediastinumAbdominal

nodesRetroperitoneal
nodesSpleenPancreas*Liver*LungLiver

(hilum)*Liver*Liver*Liver*MediastinumRectumLiverLiver

(central)Liver
(central)LiverLiverLiverNeck

node*Liver*Liver*LiverLung*Size

on CT
(cm)Large

clusterLarge
clusterLarge
clusterLarge

cluster3.01.02.01.83.02.2Cluster3.07.03.03.02.54.02.52.50.72.01.24.02.5Retroperitoneal*

nodes2.0Liver*LiverLiverLiverLiverNo

lesionLiverLiverLiverLiver*No

lesionLungLungLungLung5.02.01.51.01.05.02.03.02.55.00.71.66.0SUVNANANANA4.33.06.35.54.56.45.94.78.25.83.93.57.07.47.4NA7.64.59.45.88.39.96.47.16.75.26.32.93.87.33.31.33.319.6L/BNANANANANA2.29.42.62.23.12.72.8NA4.22.82.53.13.33.3NA2.61.62.215.0NA2.82.73.02.82.25.32.43.23.67.32.97.425.0Grade

on
FDGPET33333333333333333333333333333332333233Grade

on
FDG DHCHistory33333131333333113330313333332130313033Hodgkin's

lymphomaPancreatic

carcinomaLung

carcinomaColon
carcinomaCholangiocarcinomaColon

carcinomaColon

carcinomaThyroid

carcinomaColon
carcinomaColon

carcinomaColon
carcinomaColon

carcinomaEsophageal
carcinomaHodgkin's

lymphoma, posttherapyColon

carcinomaColon

carcinomaMelanoma,
posttherapyLung

carcinomaLung

carcinoma=

13) in 8 patients confirmed bypathology.=
standardized uptake value; L/B =lesion-to-background ratio;FDG= fluorodeoxyglucose; DHC = dual-head gamma camera; NA=not

available.
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disorders, a ratio of activity from abnormal-to-normal region was
calculated. These regions were chosen according to the patient's

disorder. These ratios obtained on the PET and DHC images were
compared by linear regression analysis.

RESULTS

Physical Measurements
A spatial resolution value of 4.5 mm FWHM was

measured in air for the DHC system and 6.5 mm for the PET
system. Sensitivity measurements for the camera system in
the NOR mode were determined to be 89 coincidences/min/
uCi. For the PET system, the measured sensitivity was 2238
coincidences/min/uCi.

Plots of L/Bs versus simulated lesion diameters obtained
from phantom measurements are shown in Figure 1. These
data show that lesion detectability with DHC is very close to
that of high-energy SPECT for L/B activity ratios of 5:1.

Both are inferior to that of PET. Using a contrast ratio of 1.3
as the minimum detectable lesion contrast as previously
defined (77) and extrapolating the data to a lesion diameter
of 0 (contrast ratio, 1.0) these data predict limits of
detectability of 0.4, 1.35 and 1.5 cm for PET, DHC and
high-energy collimated SPECT, respectively.

Imaging variables in patient examinationsâ€”such as in

creased information density, decreased organ uptake or
increased lesion uptakeâ€”may decrease the minimum detect

able lesion size predicted with these phantom measurements.

Clinical Results
In the patient imaging protocol, a 30-min acquisition was

used with the scintillation camera. Because this imaging
procedure typically followed the PET scan, this was the
maximum imaging time that the patient could tolerate before
movement would potentially compromise the image quality.
This resulted in marginal counting statistics in some of the
images. The total coincidence in the patient's dataseis

ranged from 583,915 to 2,320,009, with an average of
1,183,998. Random coincidence ranged from 4% to 29% of
the total, with an average of 14%.

For oncology patients (n = 19), the clinical results are
shown in Table 1. Thirty-eight lesions were detected on PET

images (grades 2 or 3). On CT, these lesions ranged from 0.7
to 5.0 cm. Of these 38 lesions, 28 (73%) were identified on
DHC images. Among the 10 lesions that were not seen on
the DHC images, 5 were small (<1.2 cm), 2 were located
centrally and suffered from increased soft-tissue attenuation

and 3 were located in close proximity to physiological
activity in the gastrointestinal tract. Seven of these 10
undetected lesions were graded as equivocal, because they
could be retrospectively identified after correlation with PET
images. If only lesions greater than 1.2 cm are considered,
DHC imaging detected 28 of 33 (85%) of the lesions. If
more lesions were counted in the 2 patients with clusters of
lesions, both PET and DHC would have a higher detection
rate. If the 2 patients with clusters of lesions are not taken
into consideration, 33 lesions would be detected by PET and
23 of 33 (70%) by DHC imaging. Figure 2 shows a typical
example of a patient with Hodgkin's lymphoma with multiple

lesions detected by both techniques (patient A). Figure 3 shows
images of a patient with pancreatic carcinoma seen by both
techniques; however, PET images also showed a small
lesion in the left lobe of the liver, but the DHC images were
equivocal in showing that small metastasis (patient B). Eight
of the 19 patients had biopsies or surgery, and their 13
lesions identified by PET were confirmed as malignant. Five
of them were not identified on DHC images.

The study was not designed to perform a comparison
between CT and PET or CT and DHC. In many institutions,
as well as in this study, PET images are routinely obtained
over the chest, abdomen and pelvis in patients with body
tumors, leading to detection of unsuspected mÃ©tastasesin
anatomic regions outside the field of view of the routine
imaging studies obtained as part of the standard of care. In
this study, because of the length of total imaging time (PET
plus DHC) for the patient, DHC was not performed over the
entire body but over a region of interest selected according
to the findings on CT scan. Therefore, the comparison with
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FIGURE 1. Plot of L/Bs with dual-head scin
tillation camera using DHC with %-in-thick
Nal(TI) crystal, with region-of-interest calcula
tions for spherical lesions, 1.3-3.8 cm in diam
eter, in activity-filled background contained in
22-cm-diameter cylindrical phantom. Activity of
18Fsodium fluoride in lesions and background

was adjusted to provide ratio of 5:1. Data
obtained using FDG PET with 5:1 ratio are
provided for comparison. Horizontal line repre
sents L/B of 1.3:1.0 to define minimum ratio
that can be visualized.
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FIGURE 2. A 21-y-old woman with Hodgkin's lymphoma.

Coronal PET (A) and DHC (B) images show similar foci of
increased uptake indicating lymph nodes involved by lymphoma
(patient A). (C) CT shows retroperitoneal lymph nodes.

CT can be done only within the field of view of the DHC images.
Among the 38 lesions with FDG uptake on PET images, 33 were
interpreted as malignant on CT, 3 were indeterminate pulmonary
nodules (lesions 24, 36, and 37 in Table 1), and 2 were
unsuspected mÃ©tastasesdetected by PET, which guided the
performance of a thin-slice CT scan showing corresponding

small lesions (lesions 6 and 20 in Table 1). Both were confirmed
pathologically as mÃ©tastases.Surgery was canceled for the
patient with pancreatic carcinoma with the small liver metastasis,
and the patient with papillary carcinoma of the thyroid under
went left neck dissection, which showed one lymph node
involved by tumor. Of the 5 indeterminate lesions on CT, DHC
identified 2 pulmonary mÃ©tastases.

The clinical results of the neurology patients (n = 7) are

shown in Table 2. Four patients were evaluated for dementia,
1 for epilepsy and 2 for mass lesions. The region of interest
was chosen for semiquantitative evaluation according to the
findings. The correlation coefficient between semiquantita-

tive indices measured on PET and DHC images is 0.93, and
the final interpretation was similar for both techniques.
Figure 4 (patient Y) shows decreased uptake in the head of
the right caudate, corresponding to the gadolinium-

enhancing lesion on MRI and leading to the diagnosis of
toxoplasmosis rather than lymphoma in a human immunode
ficiency virus-positive patient.

FIGURE 3. A 45-y-oldman withhistoryof biliaryobstruction.(A)
CT shows 3-cm lesion in head of pancreas (large arrow). (B) Coronal
PET images clearly show increased uptake in pancreatic lesion and
additional focus in left lobe of liver (small arrow). (C) Coronal DHC
imagesshow definite uptake only in pancreatic lesion (large arrow).
(D) Repeat CT confirmed small lesion in left lobe of liver (patient
B, small arrow).

DISCUSSION

A variety of malignant tumors avidly accumulate FDG,
due, in part, to increased numbers of glucose transporter
proteins and enzyme levels that promote glycolysis (23,24).
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TABLE 2
Patients with Brain Disorders

PatientsTUVWXYZHistoryDementiaDementiaDementiaDementiaEpilepsyHIV+/lesionLesionsMRINANormalCerebellar

atrophyNormalNARight

BG (2cm)Multiple
(1-2 cm)RatioBGATHCerebellum/BGPosterior

cortex/BGTemporal
cortex-to-asymmetryindexBG-to-asymmetry

indexRatio

PET0.800.420.510.090.30EquivocalRatioDHC0.930.330.670.220.33ArtifactInterpretationNormalEquivocalCerebellar

dysfunctionAlzheimer's
diseaseRight

temporalfocusRight
BGabscessEquivocal

DHC = dual-head coincidence gamma camera; NA = not available; BG = basal ganglia; TH = thalamus; HIV = human immunodeficiency

virus.

We have previously shown that, despite the limited spatial
resolution of 511-keV collimated SPECT (17 mm), FDG

SPECT imaging is adequate to detect primary and metastatic
lesions larger than 1.8 cm in diameter and to differentiate
benign from malignant lesions (17). Using this technique,
post-therapy changes also can be differentiated from tumor

recurrence by the lower uptake of FDG seen. Another group
of investigators evaluated 26 patients with indeterminate
lung nodules using a dual-head SPECT gamma camera
equipped with 511 -keV collimatore. They reported a sensitiv
ity of 81% to detect malignant nodules, with no false-
negatives in lesions greater than 2 cm, but four false-

negatives in five lesions smaller than 2 cm (19). The inability
to accurately detect lesions of less than 1.8 cm stimulated the
development of DHC imaging, which offers enhanced
resolution. Because DHC imaging is a collimator-less three-

dimensional volumetric procedure, it is a technique that
potentially enables the detection of lesions of only a few

millimeters. The spatial resolution is limited only by the
intrinsic resolution of the camera. However, in spite of the
improved resolution of DHC, the data presented in this study
comparing FDG DHC imaging with a Virin.-thick Nal(Tl)

crystal and PET show that DHC imaging was not superior to
FDG SPECT with ultrahigh-energy collimatore for the

detection of small lesions. DHC is, however, quite accurate
in the detection of malignant lesions larger than 1.8 cm.

In brain imaging applications, it was apparent that the
ultrahigh-energy parallel-hole collimatore used for SPECT

acquisition did not have adequate spatial resolution to
provide diagnostically acceptable images. A set of ultrahigh-

energy fanbeam collimators was designed and fabricated
incorporating smaller diameter, longer holes and thinner
septa to provide improved spatial resolution without degrad
ing sensitivity (25). In spite of the improvement in both
spatial resolution and sensitivity with the ultrahigh-energy

fanbeam collimators, diagnostic quality brain images could

FIGURE 4. 49-y-old HIV-positive man presented with change in mental status accompanied by sinusitis.Gadolinium-enhanced
T,-weighted MR image (A) shows enhancing lesion in head of right caudate nucleus. Both PET (B) and DHC (C) Â¡magesshow
decreased uptake in same location, indicating toxoplasmosis rather than lymphoma (patient Y, arrows).
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not be consistently obtained, because of the length of the
acquisition protocol (40-60 min). A significant improvement

in brain image quality has been achieved by the introduction
of DHC imaging, as shown in this study.

In this study, we have shown that FDG imaging using
DHC with a conventional gamma camera greatly improves
the resolution of the system compared with FDG SPECT
imaging with ultrahigh-energy collimators. The detection

rate for malignant lesions, however, appears to be similar
with both techniques. This is most probably related to the
limited sensitivity of the DHC system. The limited detection
rate using DHC in patients with oncological disease has also
been reported by other investigators with a system devel
oped by a different manufacturer using a -Vs-in.-thick crystal

and dynamic segmentation (26). These investigators re
ported difficulty in detecting lesions smaller than 1.5 cm,
both in the abdomen and pelvis, compared with PET (26).

Limitations of the Study
FDG DHC imaging was performed an average of 115 min

after FDG administration. Because of the short half-life of
I8F, this delay resulted in a noticeable decrease in the

information density available for the FDG DHC acquisition
compared with the FDG PET acquisition. The average FDG
dose present in the patient at the start of imaging, not taking
into account the biological excretion, was 6.75 mCi at the
start of PET imaging and 5.2 mCi at the start of DHC
imaging. The combination of the limited counting rate and
reduced sensitivity of the FDG DHC system compared with
the PET system may have compromised the visualization of
some of the smaller and deeper lesions. This may be more
relevant when using slit collimators compared with cameras
with no collimators using three-dimensional data acquisition

techniques.
The thickness of the crystal of the DHC used in this study

(3/8versus '/2 or V8in.) is another limitation, because of its
poor sensitivity to detect 511-keV photons. Clinical trials are

currently ongoing at Vanderbilt and Duke Universities to
assess the difference in lesion detectability and improvement
in image quality using thicker Nal(Tl) crystals.

The third limitation is the reconstruction algorithm used
in this study; filtered backprojection amplifies the statistical
noise that adversely affects image quality. New algorithms
using iterative reconstruction have been developed for
coincidence imaging that provides good signal-to-noise ratio

in a timely fashion (27). Iterative reconstruction was not
available at the time of this study. It is currently being
evaluated on newly acquired sets of images in another series
of patients.

The fourth limitation is the lack of attenuation correction
for the body DHC images, making detection of centrally
located lesions difficult.

A fifth limitation of the study is the model of PET scanner
used, ECAT 933/08/16, which was developed in the late
1980s. The spatial resolution, axial field of view and other
specifications of positron scanners have improved consider
ably over the past decade.

CONCLUSION

Preliminary results comparing FDG DHC imaging using
a prototype DHC with PET in a series of patients have
shown this to be a promising technique for assessing patients
with a variety of brain and oncological diseases. Although
the spatial resolutions of PET with a dedicated PET scanner
and of DHC are in the same range, the lesion detectability
remains superior with PET (4 mm for PET versus 13.5 mm
for DHC in phantom experiments), with contrast ratios of
5:1. This is most probably attributable to the higher sensitiv
ity of PET (2238 coincidences/min/uCi for PET versus 89
coincidences/min/uCi for DHC). In patients, DHC detected
73% of the lesions identified by PET. This can be explained
by the limited sensitivity of 3/8-in.-thick Nal(Tl) crystals to

detect 511 keV, the suboptimal reconstruction algorithm
(filtered backprojection), the lack of attenuation correction
and the suboptimal start of imaging time for DHC images.
Further developments in gamma camera front end technol
ogy, thicker Nal(Tl) crystals, new crystal compounds,
iterative reconstruction and attenuation correction are under
investigation and offer exciting possibilities for the future.

With decreasing cost and enhanced distribution of FDG,
the availability of gamma cameras to provide collimated
high-energy and DHC imaging, as well as maintaining their

ability to perform routine scintigraphic studies, should
increase in the future and make FDG imaging more cost
effective.
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